Your Entertainment Your Way

With GV1’s portability and cable-free connectivity, there really are no boundaries to the ways that you can enjoy your entertainment. Weighing in at just over a pound and with a three-hour battery life, you can enjoy and share content while hanging out with friends, cooking for family, working out, or when you are on the road.

Movie or Sports Watching  Wireless Screen Sharing  Everyday Cooking  Big Screen Workout Videos

Personal Rehearsal  News Watching  Easy On-site Presentation
**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Display**
- Projection System: DLP
- DMD type: 0.2" DMD
- Native Resolution: 854 x 480 pixels
- Brightness: 200 ANSI Lumens
- Contrast Ratio*: 100,000:1
- Display Color: 128 Million Colors
- Aspect Ratio: Native 16:9 (5 aspect ratio selectable)
- Light Source: LED
- Light Source Life*: 20,000/30,000 hrs (Normal/Eco)

**Optical**
- Throw Ratio: 1.3 (40" @ 3.78 ft / 60" @ 5.67 ft / 80" @ 7.55 ft / 100" @ 9.44 ft)
- Zoom Ratio: Fixed
- Keystone Correction: Vertical ± 40 degrees
- Projection Offset: 100% ± 5%
- Projection Size (recommended): 30"~100"

**Internet**
- WLAN: IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n, 2.4G/5G
- Antenna: Yes

**Audio**
- Built-in Speaker: 5W Chamber x 1

**Special Feature**
- Feature: Airplay, Google Cast, USB-C™, Auto Keystone, 3-hour Battery Life, Bluetooth Speaker

**Compatibility**
- Resolution Support: VGA (640 x 480) to Full HD (1920 x 1080)

**Power**
- Power Consumption (Max/Normal/Eco/Battery/Standby): 24W/16.7W/13.1W/0.5W
- Standby Power Consumption: 0.5W Max at 100 ~ 240VAC
- Power Supply: 100 ~ 240VAC (50/60Hz)

**Dimension and Weight**
- Product Dimensions (WxHxD): 3.15 x 6.1 x 3.15 inch / 80 x 155 x 80 mm
- Product Weight: 1.6 lbs / 708 g

**Operation Condition**
- Noise Level (Normal/Eco): 29dBA/28dBA
- Operating Temperature: 0 ~ 40°C / 32 ~ 104°F

**Accessories**
- Accessories (Standard): Power Adapter x 1, Plug set for Adapter, USB-C™ cable (for DP alt mode and data transfer) x 1, Remote Control (RCI014)
- Accessories (Optional): Carry Bag (5J.JKL09.001), Remote Control (5J.JKL06.001)

**OSD**
- On Screen Display Language: Arabic/ English/ French/ German/ Hindi/ Japanese/ Korean/ Portuguese/ Simplified Chinese/ Traditional Chinese (11 Languages)

**Environment Notice**
- Usage in dimmer environments is recommended
- Brightness is reduced when unplugged
- Light source life results will vary depending on environmental conditions and usage. Actual product’s features and specifications are subject to change without notice.
- The Contrast is measured by Full On Full Off standard.

---

**KEY FEATURES**
- Battery-powered mini projector for big-screen entertainment anywhere
- All-in-one USB-C™ port to easily stream media for the perfect travel projector
- Bluetooth speaker mode with immersive chambered audio
- Compatible with Android (Google Cast) and iOS (Airplay) for mobile wireless projection
- Equipped with Android 7.1.2 to wirelessly stream (YouTube, Netflix, Hulu, etc.) through the Aptoide TV smart application
- Easy setup with tilting hinge and auto vertical keystone to keep picture perfectly square
- Ultimate wireless projector with over-the-air update for streaming apps, display drivers, and other software updates

**DIMENSIONS**

**INPUT / OUTPUT TERMINALS**

1. USB-C™ (DP Alt mode, Data)
2. DC In